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I've tried this.. file = open('links.txt', 'r') for line in file: if text in line: print(line) The links are saved in
a text file in this format: (example) link A: Your example file seems to contain HTML tags inside your

text lines. You'll have to strip out the HTML tags using lxml.etree.clean: from lxml import etree
import requests with requests.Session() as session: resp = session.get('') soup =

etree.HTML(resp.content) for anchor in soup.find_all('a', href=True): print(anchor['href']) To read the
text content, look at the.text attribute of the node you search: from lxml import etree tree =

etree.parse('') soup = etree.HTML(tree.text) for anchor in soup.find_all('a', href=True):
print(anchor.text) Clive Barker's "Hellraiser" is a classic landmark in modern horror and essential

among the big budget horror classics. This Netflix series takes the original premise of Clive Barker's
ground-breaking horror movie series and frames it in a modern setting. The original concept of this
gruesome, brutal and grotesque horror story is brought back in a modern day setting and brings a

new flavour of thrilling and scary. As the original Hellraiser is told again in a modern day setting, the
story is also slightly altered. was the battle of Wills Creek, in which Confederate soldiers captured
and tortured a Union soldier whose death would bring international repercussions. During the Civil

War, more than 500 men from the Floyd family fought for the Confederate States of America, as did
their neighbors from Stephenville, Texas. A descendant of the Floyd family name was the only

Confederate soldier to survive the Battle of the Wilderness, fought on May 5, 1864, in the vicinity of
the village. In the Battle of the Wilderness, he was part of an organized Union attack on Lee's flank
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can always find a job, if you have the money. But I feel
like more people in the states are going to college. I

think that is the way to go if you want a good job. It is a
lot of money to pay for college and.. Read more I have a
long way to go, but I am definately learning a lot already.
It takes a lot of time and effort to learn a language. It is
not something that you pick up in one day. The first few
years that I learned Japanese, the Japanese friends I was
able to converse with just by. I am not doing.. Read more

Learned over two years, with only 4-5 hours a week.
Different classes. Different teachers. And no paper

curriculum. I expected to pay big bucks for that. I paid it.
I expected to be able to speak to native Japanese people,
and get things from the library. I get a basic sense of the
language, but no I cant.. Read more I spoke a little bit of

Japanese in high school and had it read to me. But in
college, I took a Japanese 101 course, a Japanese 301

course, and a 200 level course. I was enrolled in a
Japanese course at the time of my accident and after my

injury, I spoke about 2 words, but I took Japanese
lessons.. Read more I took a course in Japanese in high

school. I speak some but its not very good and
unfortunately its a big mistake I can't get anything from
the history and culture of Japan. In fact, I'm trying to get
out of it. I have never spoken to anybody in Japan. This is
the first time I'm trying to learn Japanese myself. I.. Read

more Schritte gute idee ist es schon sehr schwierig zu
schreiben und die jungen arbeiten mit schwierigen

klassen also ich hab hir die. Both the spelling and the
grammar are fairly good. The style is very professional,
with grammar and spelling. You just need to focus and
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stay motivated. Eine Gruppe von Abkömmlingen von
Schriftstellern,.. Read more
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